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hospitality may be one of the oldest businesses in the world, but in this day and age it should come as no surprise that hotel efforts can only reach their fullest potential by adding modern
technology. according to reports by software advice, hotels are fast adopting hotel management software like property management systems (pms) tostreamline the check-in and check-out
process, generate financial reports, manage staff and automate daily tasks saving time, relieving the hotel staff of the more tedious responsibilities and improving the guest experience. taking
it one step further, hotels that want to serve their staff and customers even betterandget more roi from their pms systems are turning to performance support technology. long recognized as
one of the most comprehensive architectural and interior design reference resources and known as the silver bible,this new edition of time-saver standards for interior design and space
planning is an excellent source of easily accessible design criteria,planning standards,and technical guidelines. the vast array of design information,all contained in a single volume,facilitates
and expedites the completion of programming,preliminary planning,design development,and working drawing services. what is your hotel's elevator experience? if it's anything like mine, most
of the time you're either waiting for the elevator to open or the elevator to close. with the industry trend toward "louder and brighter" interior design, elevators have never been more
important. elevators can add up to 10% to your property's square footage, but what if your hotel elevators were quiet? imagine how quickly your guest would enter and exit an elevator if your
elevator was quiet, not loud. with this in mind, it's time to start thinking about a quieter hotel elevator experience.
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when it comes to technology, hoteliers should try to be open-minded, with an eye toward the future. not only do they benefit from new technology, but guests also benefit from being able to
access wifi on their tablets, smartphones and computers. one type of device that is gaining widespread use is the tablet. these handheld devices are great tools for showing a guest around the
hotel and the hotel's offerings. another new technology that will help hotels stay in step with the times is mobile technology. guests are using their smartphones as their primary hotel booking

tool and hotel staff members are using their own mobile devices to keep up with what's going on. in the hospitality industry, the term "partner" is thrown around a lot, but is it really such a
great thing? although the term is appropriate, it may not always be the right thing to do. we've all heard hotel owners say that they don't want to be a "partner" with another hotel, but that is

probably not the best way to describe it. instead, hotel owners should look at the term as a way to form a partnership with other hotels and make sure that they are a valued partner. if you can
use the term "partner" with confidence, then you have a powerful weapon in your arsenal. whether you're a brand new hotel or a brand new property, hotels that stay updated to the latest

technology will gain a competitive advantage in today's market. don't assume that because you have been in business for a while that you have caught up with the latest in technology. today's
guest wants more, so make sure that your hotel is not only technologically advanced, but that you are providing the best guest experience. 5ec8ef588b
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